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QUESTION 1

You are developing a line-of-business Windows Store app that will interact with a magnetic stripe reader. Your company
distributes the magnetic stripe reader to an end user. 

You need to activate the magnetic stripe reader. 

Which method should you use? 

A. GetSupportedSymbologiesAsync 

B. GetSupportedProfiles 

C. GetDefaultAsync 

D. CheckHealthAsync 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to update the status of the map pinpoints for the Print Near Me control. 

Which code segment should you insert at line PM34? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

You are developing 3 Windows Store game. The game uses a JavaScript library named GetGame.js. 

The game interface will include two buttons. One button will start a new game and one button will cancel the game. 

You need to implement the button functionality. 

Develop the solution by arranging the code segments in the correct order. You will need all of the code segments. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 4

You develop a Windows Store app that uses several new user interface features. 

You need to declare capabilities in the application manifest so that you can submit the app to the Windows Store. 

How should you complete the relevant markup? (To answer, drag the appropriate markup segments to the correct
locations in the answer area. Each markup segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag 

the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are developing a Windows Store app by using JavaScript. 

You plan to add an animation to the navigation button. The animation must do the following: 

Show motion when tapped. 

Move to the next app screen after completing the animation sequence. 

You need to add the animation to the button. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, select the correct code segment in each drop- down list in the
answer area.) 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 6

You are developing a Windows Store app by using HTML5 and JavaScript. The app will be used in multiple geographic
regions. 

The default.html file contains the following code segment: 

 

 

Currency:USD

The resources.resjson file contains the English (en-US) resources shown in the following code segment: 

{ 

"Country" : "USA", 

"ListElementl" : "Currency:USD" 

} 
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The app must access string resources from the resources.resjson file. The data-win-res attribute must be
configured in the default.html file to globalize the app. 

You need to modify the code segment to ensure that the app can be localized with minimum effort. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, drag the appropriate code segments to the correct
locations in the answer area. Each code segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may
need to drag the split 

bar between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You need to implement the audit log. 

Which action should the app perform when the user touches a button? 
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A. Add a row to a database log table. 

B. Create a custom log file entry. 

C. Send the event to a remote web service. 

D. Create a Windows Application Log entry. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to ensure that the lock screen access configuration meets the requirements. Which code segment
should you insert at line BG05? 

A. if (result == background.3ackgroundAccessStatus.denied) 

B. if (result = = background.backgroundAccessStatus.allowedWithAlwaysOnRealTimeConnectivity) 

C. if (result = = background.backgroundAccessStatus.allowedMayUseActiveRealTimeConnectivity) 

D. if (result == background.backgroundAccessStatus.unspecified) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to implement the color coding for the Print Near Me map pinpoints. 

Which code segment should you insert at line PM44? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You are developing a Windows Store app by using HTML5 and JavaScript. The app will be used in multiple
geographic regions. The default.html file contains the following code segment: 

The resources.resjson file contains the English (en-US) resources shown in the following code segment: 

The app must access string resources from the resources.resjson file. The data-win-res attribute must be
configured in the default.html file to globalize the app. 

You need to modify the code segment to ensure that the app can be localized with minimum effort. 

How should you complete the relevant code? (To answer, select the correct code segment from each drop-down
list in the answer area.) 

Hot Area:
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Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 11

You are designing a testing strategy for a Windows Store app by using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3. 

You need to use testing strategies that validate for the best performance. 

Which testing strategies should you select? (To answer, select the correct action from each drop-down list in the
answer area.) 

Hot Area:

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 12

You are developing a Windows Store app. 

You need to implement in-app purchases. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of
actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place:
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Correct Answer:  
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